
BEZIER by Steve Shubin (AKA How_goes_it) 

Years ago, I took a class at a local junior college that included some instruction on the use of 
Illustrator. 


On the pen tool (bezier)---  I recall, the instructor saying that the handles of the tool should be about 
1/3 the length of the curve between two consecutive points. 


So with this 1/3 principle in mind, and trying to avoid any flat spots as Rod mentioned --- I wondered 
if I could I place a handful of points at random, and then make an elegant looking curve - so to 
speak - that goes through these points? 


1) I drew 5 points 

2) Drew a bezier placing a pivot at each of the 5 points 

3) moved the handles around the various pivot points, keeping them approximately 1/3 the length of 
their respective portions of the curve




The other thing I recall --- was that pivot points are needed where there is a change of direction,

that is, where the curve changes from clockwise to counterclockwise or visa versa. And also at the 
point where a curve gets appreciably tighter or looser. 


                    
                

                      
  

                    
                

                    
   

So now that I said that pivot points are only needed at change of direction or where a curve gets 
appreciably tighter or looser --- upon looking at my diagram above --- you might have concluded 
that I did not need the point on the far right. And that is correct. The pivot point circled in red on 
the diagram on the following page was not needed.





Below is what happens if I don't follow the TIGHTER/LOOSER rule 


You not only get a curve that isn't as smooth, but you get a very long handle that is unwieldy, and 
harder to use. 






Now the 4 point curve below follows all the rules 

1/3 --- CHANGE OF DIRECTION --- TIGHTER/LOOSER 


Lastly here are the two curves next to one another 

4 point curve in black -- the curve that follows all the rules 

3 point curve in red 


